2011 NAERIC Versatility Ranch Horse Stake Results

Eleven three year olds competed for the $7000 purse at the fourth annual NAERIC Versatility Ranch Horse Stake held at the Westoba Agricultural Centre of Excellence, Brandon, Manitoba on October 7, 2011. The stake is run as a class-within-a-class during the AQHA Versatility Ranch Horse Competition at the Thanksgiving Classic Quarter Horse show.

Taking top honors and the $2450 first prize in 2011 was George Friesen riding Pagans Tiger, a registered Quarter Horse bred by Gordon B. Mason, Double G Ranch, Killarney, MB. The dun gelding is sired by King of the Tigers and out of Docs Coul Velvet. Second was awarded to Guy Robertson, riding Money Zan Parr owned by Andrea Graham, Carberry, MB and bred by Kirk Bridgeman, Rapid City, MB. Guy also placed third riding DACS Cool Lazer owned by Neil Gilles, Neepawa, MB and bred by Cathy Gerrand, Virden, MB. Fourth was DF Quincy Kid owned by Monica Coffey, Ethelbert, MB. and fifth was MQH Pocos Playin owned by McGee Livestock, Deloraine.

The 2011 event was organized by Larry Clifford and judged by Laurel Beth Capurro-Wachtel of Deeth, Nevada. For more information about the NAERIC Versatility Ranch Horse Stake, contact Kevin Bridgeman (204) 847-2112 or Dean Fenty (204) 567-3561.